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PROJECT OVERVIEW

“Look and Learn” Campaign

A lot of learning happens when you try and walk in someone else’s shoes. For this campaign, 
you will deconstruct an existing campaign of your choice. Please make your selection based on 
availability of creative work (across media), articles/ blogs relating to the campaign and other 
available intellectual material.

You will then extend the strategy you think was the guiding light for the campaign. You will arrive 
at 3 specific extensions (3 different media but multiple assets). The product, brand etc. will all stay 
the same. Media chosen needs to be relevant to the existing target audience.



BACKGROUND

A brief overview about Metro Trains Melbourne.

Metro Trains Melbourne “Metro” started operation in 2009

Metro operates 226 carriage trains across 998 kilometers of track

Transports around 450,000 passengers each day

Metro has 15 lines and 222 stations

Committed to providing a comfortable, safe and reliable

Metro is owned by parent companies:
MTR Corporation
John Holland Group
UGL Rail

train network to its visitors



DUMB WAYS TO DIE

Quick facts about the video campaign that went global.

Launched in 2012

Agency: McCann Melbourne

Follows the lives of beans that live funny, unsafe and, of course,

Follows the lives of beans that live funny, unsafe and, of course,

Recorded by Tangerine Kitty and animated by Julian Frost

dumb lives (21 original characters total)

Began as a simple way to caution people about the dangers of moving trains



WHY DWTD?

(Besides the illustrations).

The campaign is hugely successful and has become a brand of its own

There is a lot of opportunity to expand to other platforms

It is a great way to teach kids, inform teens, and remind adults about all the 
dangerous (and dumb) ways to die



PREVIOUS DWTD ADS

OOH, games, and more.

After its success, DWTD expanded its video marketing campaign to include...
2013 App (game)
YouTube Channel (short videos)
OOH ads
DWTD2 (spin-off game)



THE GAME

DWTD App (released 2013).



YOUTUBE CHANNEL

DumbWays2Die has 817K subscribers.



It also features short themed videos (Christmas, Halloween, etc).

YOUTUBE CHANNEL



OOH ADS

DWTD ads placed on elevators, outside stations and on buses.



Interactive DWTD ads.

OOH ADS



DWTD ads placed at train stations.

OOH ADS



DWTD 2 APP

A spin-off of the first game app (released 2014).



AWARDS + RECOGNITION

What DWTD has achieved.

McCANN Melbourne

Clio Award for Integrated Campaign (2013)

Clio Award for Film (2013)

Clio Award for Digital/Mobile (2013)

Clio Award for Film Technique (2013)



SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

- Well known brand
- Nearly 200 million views on YouTube
- Has a well-established brand 
personality + tone

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

WEAKNESSES
- Criticized for trivializing serious 
injuries and dangers
- Recieved some criticism on the basis 
suicide is one of th emost influential 
causes of rail trauma and reinforces 
trains as a suicide method

- Expand campaign to address more 
serious dumb ways to die
- Expand campaign to address COVID 
safety now
- Add a message at the end about 
suicide prevention

- Other safety brands
- Overly comedizing dumb ways to die
- Insesitivity to serious issues (suicide)



OF EXTENDED
CAMPAIGN

OVERVIEW

Dumb Ways to Die Revamped



CREATIVE
BRIEF

(condensed)



BACKGROUND

ROLE OF CAMPAIGN

COMMUNICATION OPP.

who?who?

what?what?

why?why?

In 2012 Melbourne Metro created a video marketing campaign to promote rail 
safety. McCann Melbourne created a creative jingle called “Dumb Ways to Die” (by 
Tangerine Kitty) that described a long list of dumb ways you could die. The end of 
the campaign shows the reminder to be careful around trains and railroad crossings.

The role of this campaign is to extend the campaign further to address the more 
common dumb ways to die for kids and teens.

The target audience for this campaign is mainly kids and early teens.

There is a lot of opportunity in this existing campaign to be extended to other safety 
platforms. For example, texting and driving, caution when walking alone, airplane 
and airport safety, etc. 



MARKET RESEARCH

MOVING FORWARD

KEY RESPONSE

how?how?

strategystrategy

goal:goal:

- Video was viewed 2.5 million times within 48 hours
- Viewed 4.7 million times within 72 hours
- After two weeks, 30 million views
- September 2020, the video has over 197 million views

For this extended campaign, we want to add more characters that will promote safety 
for children and early teens.
 
We will achieve this through interactive ads and entertainment (games/books/etc).

The key response we want is for people around the world to continue to see “Dumb 
Ways to Die” as a great way to teach kids and teens (and also remind adults) to always 
be safe. 



TARGET
AUDIENCE



3 CATEGORIES

KIDS TEENS PARENTS
AGES 13-18AGES 1-12

Curious, social media 
interest, creative phone apps

Tech-savvy, always getting New mom or mom with

***Not a main TA

several young kids, 
tech-savvy, 

AGES 26+



SAM
Age 5, Kindergarten Student

Sam is a friendly kid and loves to play with 
his friends. He just started Kindergarten and 
at his elementary school they just started 
incorporating iPads into their learning 
curriculum. Since being introduced to 
technology, Sam loves to spend his time 
playing with different apps. He is very 
technologically-savvy and picks up new 
programs/games quickly.

PERSONA #1



JACOB
Age 14, High School

Jacob just started his Freshman year of high 
school. He has become invovled with soccer 
and the robotics club. In his free time, he 
likes to play video games and his parents 
have started making him attend driver’s ed 
classes. He is very excited to get his first car 
and learn how to drive on his own.

PERSONA #2



WENDY
Age 31, New Mom

Wendy is a new mom to her 22 month old, 
Juniper. They enjoy going to the park when 
it’s sunny outside and staying inside to watch 
cartoons when it’s rainy. Wendy is always 
trying to point out and teach Juniper safety 
lessons. At parks, she teaches Juniper about 
stranger danger, and Wendy tries to find 
cartoons that are educational. 

PERSONA #3



CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY



STRATEGY STATEMENT

CONVINCE THAT BECAUSE SUPPORT

KIDS AND 
YOUNG TEENS

DBWT IS A 
GREAT WAY TO 
LEARN SAFETY

IT USES HUMOR 
WHILE ADDRESSING 

IMPORTANT AND 
COMMON DUMB 

WAYS TO DIE

CHILDREN SHOULD 
LEARN SAFETY AT A 

YOUNG AGE



NEW
BEANS



I. PRACTICAL SAFETY

III. ENVIRONMENTAL

II. COVID 19 SAFETY

THREE EXTENSION BEANS



SAFETY BEANS (8)

COVID BEANS (5)

ENVIRONMENTAL BEANS (3)

THREE DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES + PALETTES



SAFETY BEANS

NAME SAFETY LESSON

- Don’t text and drive.

- Don’t drink and drive.

- Pay attention to traffic signs.

- Don’t trust online strangers.

- Don’t run with scissors.

- Be careful around hot stoves.

- Don’t do drugs, kids.

- Always wear a seat belt. 

1. Blockhead

2. Moron

3. Simpleton

4. Nincompoop

5. Palooka

6. Peabrain

7. Halfwit

8. Bozo



SAFETY BEANS (1-3)

BLOCKHEAD

Don’t text and drive. Don’t drink 
and drive.

Pay attention to 
traffic signs.

MORON SIMPLETON



SAFETY BEANS (4-6)

NINCOMPOOP

Don’t trust 
strangers online.

Don’t run with 
scissors.

Be careful around 
hot stoves.

PALOOKA PEABRAIN



SAFETY BEANS (7-8)

HALFWIT

Don’t do drugs, kids. Always wear a 
seatbelt.

BOZO



CAMPAIGN EXTENSIONS



CAMPAIGN EXTENSIONS



OOH



OOH



OOH



OOH



OOH



SOCIAL



SOCIAL



COVID BEANS

NAME SAFETY LESSON

- Wear a mask and wear it properly.

- Always practice social distancing.

- Wipe off regularly used surfaces

- Wash your hands for at least 2o seconds

- Use hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol 

content or more.

1. Dolt

2. Ding Dong

3. Squeaky

4. Spic

5. Span



COVID BEANS (1-2)

DOLT

Wear a mask and 
wear it properly.

Always practice 
social distancing.

DING DONG



COVID BEANS (3-5)

Wash your hands 
for 20 seconds.

Use hand sanitizer 
with 60% alcohol.

DOLT DOLT DOLT

Clean frequently 
used surfaces.



CAMPAIGN EXTENSIONS



INDOOR



STICKERS



OOH



OOH



ENVIRONMENTAL BEANS

NAME SAFETY LESSON

- Always try and recyle.

- Save the trees!

- Don’t waste electricity.

1. Greenie

2. Tree-Hugger

3. Zingy



ENVIRONMENTAL BEANS

GREENIE

Always try and 
recyle.

Save the trees! Don’t waste 
electricy.

TREE HUGGER ZINGY



CAMPAIGN EXTENSIONS



OOH



STICKERS



OOH



OOH



OOH



OOH



CLOSING THOUGHTS

This campaign was very fun for me. I enjoyed the idea of taking an existing 
successful campaign and thinking of new ways to further extend it. This 
extended DWTD campaign also allowed me to create mockups and ads that 
I have not put together before: street paint, floor stickers, and QR coded park 
signs. 

I believe this campaign, if continued farther, could be implemented into many 
additional platforms. There is quite a bit of opportunity with this campaign, 
especially given the first video campaign (released 2012) was so successful.



THANK 
YOU!


